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Introduction 
The Roman villa, luxurious in life-style, lavish in 
decoration, was an inspiration to society both in 
its own time and from the Renaissance right 
down to the present day.' Villa architecture with 
its amazing porticoes, gardens and views is cele-
brated in Roman literature and wall painting, 
and thus gives life to the many archaeological 
villa sites preserved today. 2 The life of the Ro-
mans on these villae maritin'iae is memorably 
described in Roman literature. Pliny the Young-
er tells us not only about his villas'splendid ar-
chitecture, but also about how he spent his day 
when he stayed on them.' He describes, with ex-
traordinary vividness, the relaxation, the read-
ing, the walking in the shade of the porticoes, 
the afternoon naps in the cool rooms, the writ-
ing of letters and the discussion of poetry with 
guests. Walking today amid the ruins of these 
villas, we can thus easily imagine what life must 
have been like in them and understand their im-
portance in ancient Roman society. 

Research on Roman villas now falls essen -
tially into three parts: villa paintings, villa lit-
erature and archaeological remains. The paint-
ings, the villa landscapes, have been examined 
rather sporadically since the pioneering study 
by M. Rostovtzeff in 1904 .4 Rostovtzeff showed 
the close connection between six villa land-
scapes, villa literature and the archaeological 
remains. These six villa landscapes are the four 
landscapes from the tablinum of the House of 
Marcus Lucretius Fronto in Pompeii (figs. 5-8) 
and the famous two landscapes now in the Mu-
seo Nazionale di Napoli (figs. 1 and 2). 

Rostovtzeff's article provided the foundation 
for all future research on the villa landscape. 
He rightfully pointed out the close connection 
between the villa landscapes and the villa lit-

erature. He also identified archaeological par-
allels to the paintings. His research in this field 
has led, however, to the general assumption 
that villa paintings were, or were intended to 
be, a faithful reproduction of the Roman villae 
maritimae. That is how the villa landscapes are 
often interpreted in research on Roman villas .6 

In most books on Roman villas the villa land-
scapes are thus used as illustrations of actual 
villa architecture, an approach based on Ros-
tovtzeff's seminal paper on the six villa land-
scapes of 1904. 

Inspired by this interpretation of villa land-
scapes, and in the light of new finds, I started 
working on the villa landscapes in 1999. 
Through this research I have found that not 
only do the villa landscapes contain informa-
tion about villa life in general, but also give an 
insight into the use of wall paintings in Pom-
peii, and the influence of villa life in Pompeii. 
They also yield some information about how 
mural painters were organized. 

The villa landscapes 
The villa landscapes belong to the large group 
of Roman landscape paintings.' Landscape 
paintings already appeared in the First Pompe-
ian style and developed into their canonical 
form during the Second style. In this form the 
landscapes paintings are aediculae pictures 
with painted frames. They were mainly placed 
in the centre of the panels; but were sometimes 
placed on the upper parts of the walls or in the 
decoration of the base. So several landscape 
paintings could co-exist on the same wall. The 
largest group of landscape paintings consists of 
mythological paintings that have a figural 
mythological scene in a landscape setting, of-
ten with architecture, as a main motif. The ar-


